“In reality opposites are one; art shows this.”—Eli Siegel

TERRAINGALLERY 50th
ANNIVERSARY EXHIBITION!

In 1955 the Terrain Gallery opened with the extravagant idea that 1) beauty could not only be talked about but defined; 2) that all the arts had something in common; 3) that art and life were integrally related. All this was in the great philosophy of Aesthetic Realism as we had studied it with its founder, critic and poet Eli Siegel. In America in 1955 the idea of talking about beauty was not au courant. We did it anyway.

Our opening announcement was the first publication of Eli Siegel’s Fifteen Questions, Is Beauty the Making One of Opposites,—one of the most important documents on art, of this century or any century. In 150 exhibitions it has been our criterion for selecting work—of well-known artists alongside those showing for the first time; photographs and prints together, an innovation, as was the all-silkscreen show of 1965. And in every exhibition there were comments saying why we saw a work as beautiful.

In exhibitions, poetry readings, dramatic presentations, and hundreds of talks and publications, the Terrain Gallery has been a trailblazer in showing that art, as Aesthetic Realism describes, arises from respect for the world, and is the real opponent to the harm of the contempt so endemic in ordinary life. We have seen that this principle by Eli Siegel is true: “All beauty is a making one of opposites, and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.” The Terrain Gallery is proud and grateful to say this, and to show it in more and more ways.

—DOROTHY KOPPELMAN

TERRAIN GALLERY COMMITTEE: Dorothy Koppelman, Founding Director; Carrie Wilson, Marcia Rackow, Chaim Koppelman, Nancy Hunting, Jane Hall

RICHARD ANUSZKIEWICZ  ROSEANNE BACKSTEDT  WILL BARNET
DAVID BERNSTEIN  LEN BERNSTEIN  ROBERT BLACKBURN  AL BLAUSTEIN
RUDY BURCKHARDT  EDMOND CASARELLA  JEREMY COMINS
ROBERT CONOVER  MICHAEL Di CERBO  AMY DIENES  LOUIS DIENES
LOIS DODD  STEPHEN A. FREDERICKS  RED GROOMS  MIMI GROSS  PERRY HALL
BURTON HASEN  ROBERT HENRY  SU-LI HUNG  YVONNE JACQUETTE
LESTER JOHNSON  ALEX KATZ  ANDRE KERTESZ  WILLIAM KING
CHAIM KOPPELMAN  DOROTHY KOPPELMAN  TOM KRANJAC  HAROLD KRISEL
VINCENT LONGO  CHARLES MAGISTRO  ALLAN MICHAEL  ROBERT MOTHERWELL
HANS NAMUTH  GLORIA RABINOWITZ  MARCIA RACKOW  AD REINHARDT
CLARE ROMANO  CAROL ROSEN  JOHN ROSS  FRANK ROTH
ROLPH SCARLETT  ARNOLD SCHMIDT  ELF SCHUSELKA  RICHARD SLOAT
GEORGE STADNIK  STEVEN STANKIEWICZ  NANCY STARRELS
SEILNA TRIEND  RICHARD CLAUDE ZIEMANN  LARRY ZOX

We thank these galleries: Alexandre, Babcock, Stephen Haller, PaceWildenstein, Tibor de Nagy, and the Procuniar Workshop and Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts.

Opening Saturday, May 7, 2-5 pm • through September
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